
SHISHA MENU



£22 each / rehead £10

Apple
Lemon
Grape

Pineapple
Gum

Raspberry

Blueberry
Kiwi

Peach
Orange

Mint

Elevate it with -

Dispoable Pipe . £2



£30 each / rehead £15

THE  AURA SIGNATURES

Mayfair
British summer flavours, with a dash of citrus

Frozen Smurf
Sweet berries with a refreshing black mint

Purple Rain
Ripe blueberries with an undertone of black
grape and mint

Black Mamba
Taste of the jungle. A blend of nectarine
and pineapples

Piccaso
Tropical and juicy with an ice cold after taste



£25 each / rehead £12

THE  AURA PREMIUM

Fanta Fruit Twist
Tangy passion mixed with sweet orange

Fizzy Cola
Cola and lime infused combination

Frozen Raspberry
Unique blend of frozen rapsberries

Frozen Lemon
Juicy and refreshing

Frozen Blueberry
Packed with blueberries and ice cold sensations

Frozen Apple
A well known classic

Love 66
Spearmint gum and sugary candy flavours

Raspberry Slush
Raspberrysummer cooler!

Skittles
Taste the rainbow!

Lemon Muffin
A zest of lemon with the goodness of a muffin

Strawberry Mojito
Summer strawberries with a twist or aromatic mint

Paan
Tasty, sweet, cool and refreshing

Irn Bru
Finest most smoked flavour



Rubicon Lychee
Cool, crisp with a hint of sweet lychees

Green Gummy Bear
A must try for gummy bear lovers

Pink Lemonade
Fresh lemon with crisp raspberry flavours

Berry Bang
Combination of sweet and sour berries

Candy Bru
A treat for the candy lovers

Rubicon Guava
Exotic guava flavors just the way you like it

Frozen Blackcurrent
The best of berries in a refreshing shisha

Frozen Strawberry
Smooth, with thick clouds and a refreshing taste

Frozen Watermelon
If you’re a fan of watermenon, you’re in for a treat!

Bombay Paan
Taking you on a trip to the city of Bombay!

Frozen Pineapple
A fresh & cool delight!



THE  CHAKRA SHISHAS

£50Sahasrara (Crown Chakra)
Refresh your mind with a fruity and
floral goodness 

£40Ajna (Third Eye Chakra)
Take your senses on a cool spin
with icy blueberry 



£50Vishuddha  (Throat Chakra) 
Treat your throat with a unique
coconut-y surprise

£50Anahata (Heart Chakra)
A tropical punch of pineapple
to make your heart skip a beat



£50Manipura (Solar Chakra)
A zesty and fruity curation to
excite your core with refreshing lemons

£80Svadhisthana (Sacral Chakra)
Experience pure bliss with the joy
of sweetness and the twist of
tangy oranges 



£50Mulandhara (Root Chakra)
Excite your senses with fruity
sweetness and aroma of roses

£80Black Ji Signature
A scintillating curation to wow
your senses with exotic passionfruit


